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Predator Fishing Cup of Latvia 

“RIGA 2018” 
 

RULES 

 

Part 1 

 

GENERAL 
 

1. GENERAL GUIDELINE 

Competitors must follow – catch, take a photo and release – principle. 

 

2. HOST 

Latvia Angling Sport Federation in cooperation with association „Sport Angling”. 

Contacts - Gints Zeila, phone. +371 29215040, e-mail: gints.zeila@lmsf.lv 

 

3. COMPETITON DAYS 

September 8, 2018 (Saturday) and September 9, 2018 (Sunday). 

 

4. MEETING PLACE 

Riga, Krasta str. 7, Boat Centre (Laivu Centrs) 

(slip, registration of participants, ceremonies, meetings) 

 

5. OPEN HOURS OF COMPETITION HEADQUARTERS 

Riga, Krasta str. 7, Boat Centre Restaurant 

September 8, 2018 from 7:00 to 18:00 

September 9, 2018 no 7:00 to 19:00 

 

With advance message boats can be landed  

in Laivu Centrs harbour from September 7, 2018 17:00 

 

6. INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS 

All participants must be at least 18 years old. 

All international participants must request and receive invitation from Latvia Angling 

Sport Federation 

By applying competition participants determine that they will pay participation fee in time, will 

follow requirements of host, respect decisions of judges, these rules, Angling rules of Latvia and 

other rules what are in force at competition day in competition area. 

 

7. APPLICATIONS TERMS 

7.1. Competitors can compete in one of disciplines Boat angling or Street Fishing. 

7.2. Applications must be sent till August 30, 2018, 23:59 

7.3. Participation fee must be sent till August 31, 2018, 23:59 

7.4. Changes must be sent till September 5, 2018, 12:00 
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8.  

Part II 

STREET FISHING 
 

9. PARTICIPIANTS 

Individual competitors 

 

10. COMPETITION AREA: 

All public waters of Riga city what participants can access by feet or using public 

transport (buss, tram, trolleybus). Usage of small buses express buses, taxi and any kind 

of private transport is forbidden., except disabled persons (must inform host in advance).  

 

11. PROCESS 

11.1. Time table is set in schedule. 

11.2. Competitors will receive number in order how they register for competition. 

11.3. Competitors must register for each day individually. 

11.4. Competitors will receive ID card what must be wearied bought days of competition. 

11.5. By draw competitors will be divided in pairs 

11.6. First day of competition competitor with smallest number lead pair, second day of 

competition competitor with larger number will lead the pair. Leading competitor state 

were to go, drive and fish. 

11.7. Second competitor in pair can’t go away more then 20m from leading competitor. 

11.8. Second competitor in pair must keep safe distance, he can’t trouble leading competitor and 

step back after request of leading competitor. 

11.9. When moving from spot to spot competitors must take reasonable speed of movement, is 

not allowed run or move to slow to delay other. 

11.10. Competitors in pair can agree on order what is different from rules, but when judge 

committee will be looking at the disagrees between competitors, it will guide by order 

stated in rules. 

11.11. When one of competitors catch fish what he wants to measure, he immediately informs 

other competitor in pair who must stop angling immediately (lure must be out of water) 

and must participate in measuring, give his ID card for photo and fill protocol to approve 

result if necessary. 

11.12. If there is odd number of competitors, judge committee will state group of 3 persons. 

Time allowed for movement and angling must be divided by 3 and competitors lead 

according number in reducing order. 

11.13. If competitor(s) will not register for second day of competition or delay it, new pars can 

be made, if ther will be odd number competitors, single competitor will be attached to pair 

in which one of competitors show highest score in first day of competition. In case of new 

pair if both competitors previously were leading or non-leading, to state who is leading, 

time will be divided by 2. In case of group of 3, and newcomer was not leading competitor 

in first day, time of second day will be divided by 2.  

11.14. If one of pairs competitor finds that the other competitor is not following rules of 

competition, he shall warn him, and if needed or situation repeated describe situation on 

opposite side of protocol for judge committee. 

 

12. PHOTOS AND PROTOCOL REGISTRATION 

Registration of fish:  

12.1. By using application WhatsApp, to phone number shown in protocol, two pictures, what 

meets following requirements, must be send: 

12.1.1. First - fish photo is taken on measuring tape (provided by host) and: 

12.1.1.1. fish length is clearly visible and measurements readable;  

12.1.1.2.Competitors ID card is clearly visible and readable 
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12.1.1.3.Other Competitors ID card with side Witness up; 

12.1.1.4.Picture must be taken by competitor who catch the fish 

12.1.2. Second – competitor, his ID card and fish in one photo. 

(By using competitors, who catch fish phone, photo is taken by second competitor in pair) 

12.2. On booth photos left side of fish must show. 

12.3. Photos are taken only by competitors’ phones. 

12.4. Photo of fish must be sent not later than 5 minutes after fish is removed out of water 

12.5. 15 minutes after end of angling time, one of angler must send photo of protocol and latter 

return to judges committee according schedule in person. 

12.6. Protocol must  

12.6.1. Have information about fish species kind and length 

12.6.2. Be signed by both competitors in pair 

12.7. Competitors are responsible for taking photos, entering them and return protocol in time. 

12.8. Judge committee, will not count fish if some of photo are missing, will not receive photo 

of protocol beforehand or protocol are not entered in schedule, also, cancel these results 

were records inn protocol are not similar with photos. 

 

 

13. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

13.1. Judges evaluate pikes from 50 cm, perch pikes (zander) from 45 cm, perch from 20 cm, 

with are registered in protocol, pictures are entered according these rules, maximum 5 

perch per protocol.  

13.2. Day result is calculated by giving 1 point for 1 cm of 10 bigger predators from species 

pike, perch pike (zander) and perch (max 5). 

13.3. Length of fish in protocol must be registered as follows: 

13.3.1. Length of fish is measured in full cm, rounded up. For example, pike 51.2 cm must 

be registered as 52 cm, perch 26,7 cm must be registered as 27 cm 

13.3.2. Species which not meet minimum length requirements must not be registered in 

protocol. For example, pike 49,9 cm cannot be registered as 49,9 is shorter then 

minimums length. 

13.4.  According received sum of points competitors are arranged in places. Number of places is 

number of penalties per day. More points, less penalties, highest place. 

13.5. If points of two competitors are similar, highest place receive competitor which catch 

longest fish, if length is similar, competitor who last catch countable fish, if time similar, 

competitor who first catch countable fish. 

13.6. Sum of penalties for both days make final result of competitor, less penalties highest place. 

13.7. If sum of penalties for two days of two pairs are similar, highest place receive competitor 

who have higher point score, if cannot apply, competitor who catch longest countable fish 

in second day, if length is similar, pair who last catch countable fish in first day, if time 

similar, judge committee can apply other criteria, by taking in account that highest place 

must receive pair which can be example for others. 

13.8.  If result of competitor is not counted, competitor did not participate, allowed to participate 

or disqualified he receive penalties like participating competitors +1. 

13.9. Judge committee, keep rights correct results according pictures of received fish. 

 

 

14. ALL PARTICIPIANTS MUST APPLY TO FOLLOWING 

14.1. Competitors must be at least 18 years old on day of first registration. 

14.2. Physical and mental health, knowledge and skills is in level which allows participate in 

competition. 

14.3. Participants are mentioned in application form, form entered in time, and fee is paid in 

terms stated in rules. 

14.4. Competitors must have: 
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14.4.1. Charged mobile phone with internet connection, photo function un installed 

application WhatsApp, which allow take and send pictures 8h each day of 

competition. 

14.4.2. Valid fishing licence - Makšķerēšanas, vēžošanas un zemūdens medību karte or 

document which allows fish without permit. 

14.4.3. 24 h ticket for public transport (all transport, all directions) or other ticked which 

allow use public transport; 

14.4.4. Pen 

14.4.5. Necessary equipment, especially for fish handling.  

14.5. Participants must ensure: 

14.5.1. Closes and boats are suitable for weather condition; 

14.5.2. Enough supplies of water and food, if needed. 

14.6. For safety near water, participants are responsible themselves 

 

15. REGISTRATION TIME AND FEE 

15.1. Registration: 

15.1.1. Registration application will be accepted till August 30, 2018. 23:59 

15.1.2. Application form: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfuosKn0AOERlgYWvSmyPLSf_lf

klKHtlMwjQHwW8lKiI_4sw/viewform 

15.1.3.Changes can be made till September 5, 2018. 12:00,  gints.zeila@lmsf.lv  

 

15.2. Registration fee: 

15.2.1. 20.00 EUR per person 

15.2.2.Registration fee must be received till August 31, 2018. 23:59 

15.2.3. Fee must be paid to: 

Biedrība "Latvijas Makšķerēšanas sporta federācija" 

Reģ. Nr. 40008023571 

Durbes iela 8, LV-1007, Rīga, Latvija 

AS SEB Banka 

Konta Nr.LV80UNLA0002200700445 

15.2.4.In money transfer must state - LK18 SF name and last name of competitor 

 

 

15.3. If host till September 5, 2018. is not informed about changes in replacement or registered 

person is not participating in competition or one of it days, or are disqualified from 

competition or one of it days, no allowed participate by judge committee, registration fee 

or part of it will not be returned. 

15.4. Host can refuse register participant, pair or team, in that case registration fee, if received, 

will be returned to account from it came from. 

 

Registration fee does not include accommodation or meals. 

 

 

16. FORBIDDEN 

16.1. Participate under heavy influence of alcohol (heavy influence is determined by judges 

committee and its decision cannot be disputed). 

16.2. Use doping before competition, in time of competition, refuse give sample for tests. 

16.3. Send photos with fish caught by other person or not caught in competition day and time, or 

caught with hook in body (outside head, after cover line or fin or tail) or cheat in other 

way. 

16.4. Use any type of natural bite. 

16.5. Use moral rude or physical force at the venue and time of the competition. 

mailto:gints.zeila@lmsf.lv
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16.6. Show or demonstrate disrespect for other participants, athletes, judges, spectators, 

organizers, judge committee and decisions taken by it. 

16.7. Begin angling without ID or measure line. 

16.8. Begin angling before time stated in schedule and continue angling after end of angling 

period till arrival. 

16.9. Be late for registration, meetings, disrespect schedule, delay arrival time and/or protocol 

entering time. 

16.10. Assist to another competitor (technical assistance is allowed) 

16.11. Feeding or attract fish in similar way. 

16.12. Use two lures at the same time. 

16.13. Use more than one fishing road at the same time. 

16.14. Use fly or fly-fishing tackle. 

16.15. Angle from water, any kind of boats, foot -bridge (plank) (except Laivu Centrs Harbour) 

or in private territories. 

16.16. Angle less than 5m from or on or below the bridge constructions 

 

 

17. PENALTIES 

17.1. For breaking rules from 16.1 up to 16.6 competitor is disqualified from competition. 

17.2. For braking rules from 16.7 till 16.16 competitor can be punished with 3 penalty points 

what will be added to results of day. 

17.3. For violation of this rules, the committee of judges may apply the following types of 

penalties: 

17.3.1.Prescribed by rules; 

17.3.2.give warning; 

17.3.3. give penalty point or points; 

17.3.4. Cancel the daily result; 

17.3.5. Cancel the result of the competition 

17.4. The committee of judges makes decisions together. 

17.5. In case of serious or repeated violations, or if violation causes serious damage to the 

LMSF, the prestige of the organizer or sponsors, the panel of judges may decide to ask the 

LMSF Board to grant the participant disqualification for a specified period of time. 

 

 

18. ADVERTISMENT 

18.1. Advertising is not forbidden on participants clothes, uniforms, hats, bags or cars. 

18.2.  Without permit given by host is prohibited place or distribute advertising in competition 

area. 

18.3.  Without permit given by host is prohibited place an advertisement containing a transport 

in the area where the competition opening, closing and awards ceremony are held. 

18.4.  After request of host or judges committee, participants must move their transport to 

indicated area. 

 

 

 

19. SECURITY, DATA PROTECTION, FILMING AND PHOTOS 

19.1. By submitting to the competition, the participant confirms that the organizer may use the 

data provided by him for his own use and so far as it relates to the organization event. 

19.2. By signing up for the competition, the participant confirms with his signature that: 

19.2.1. The health, skills and abilities of a person allows participation in competitions 

organized by the Latvian Fishing Sports Federation (hereinafter LMSF); 

19.2.2.For his own safety, including on and near water, he is fully responsible personally; 

19.2.3.Determine not to create conditions and to act in a manner which causes danger to 

health or safety of others participants; 
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19.2.4.All participants gives permission to LMSF and LMSF accredited persons use their 

name, surname, as well as the competition protocol, photo and video of the event, 

in which the participants are recognizable, for publication in the press, on 

television or in Internet, including on the LMSF homepage; 

19.2.5.Is informed that without the written permission of LMSF is prohibited use photo or 

video materials taken during event for commercial purposes; 

19.2.6. Commit to complying with the competition regulations and the LMSF Code of 

Ethics. 

19.2.7.agrees that LMSF accredited persons are filming the course of the competition, 

including the angling process. 

 

 

20. DETERMINATION OF WINNERS 

Highest place take competitor with less penalties sum for both days 

 

21. AWARDS 

21.1.  Awards are given to 1., 2., 3. place. 

21.2. Host can give prices for any other achievements. 

 

22. DISPUTE 

22.1. Protests are accepted in writing form together with security fee 50.00 EUR (paid to host 

account, payment marked LK18 Protest) 

22.2. Protests are accepted within 15 minutes of the publication of the results. 

If the protest is satisfied, the security fee will be returned to the protester 
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Part III 

BOAT ANGLING 

23. PARTICIPIANTS 

 

PAIR, consist of two or one competitor (anglers) and boat judge (assistant for judge committee) 

TEAM consist of two Pairs 

Important: Boat Judge(s) is part of PAIR or/and TEAM. 

 

24. COMPETITION AREA:  

All public inland waters with can be accessed by boat from place of start. 

 

25. PROCESS 

25.1. Time table is set in schedule. 

25.2. Participants must register for each day individually. If all participants of pair are not 

registered according schedule, pair is disqualified from competition. 

25.3. About changes host must be informed till September 5. If boat judge is not present it can 

be replaced by another person, or competitor can replace him. 

25.4. All participants will receive ID card what must be wearied both days of competition. 

25.5. Each day draw will be made, and list of pairs who changes boat judges between 

themselves will be announced. 

25.6. Pair must have extra life jacked, pen and protocol (will be given by host) what he must 

provide boat judge which comes judge them. 

25.7. Angling area are not limited, but before competitors pick angling areas they must evaluate 

weather conditions, technical condition of boat, boat engine, fuel reserves to be back in 

schedule. 

25.8. Fish photos are taken and sent to judges by competitors, measured and written in protocol 

by boat judge. Protocol must be signed by one of competitors and boat judge. Photo of 

protocol must be taken, send and later returned to judges, by one of competitors. 

25.9.  Usage of mobile phone, or other electronic devices is forbidden for boat judges, but 

allowed only with clear permit from both competitors in boat. 

25.10. Competitors, neither Boat judge during angling time are not allowed leave the boat with 

out clear permit from judge committee.  

25.11. If boat judge recognize that competitors are not following rules he must write down 

situation in opposite site of protocol and sign it. 

 

26. PHOTOS AND PROTOCOL REGISTRATION 

Registration of fish:  

26.1. By using application WhatsApp, to phone number shown in protocol, two pictures, what 

meets following requirements, must be send: 

26.1.1. First - fish photo is taken on measuring tape (provided by host) and: 

26.1.1.1. fish length is clearly visible and measurements readable;  

26.1.1.2.Competitors ID card is clearly visible and readable; 

26.1.2. Second – competitor, his ID card and fish in one photo. 

26.2. (By using competitors, who catch fish phone, photo is taken by other competitor, if pair 

consist of one, then by boat judge) 

26.2.1. On booth photos left side of fish must show. 

26.2.2. Photos are taken only by competitors’ phones. 

26.3. Photo of fish must be sent not later than 5 minutes after fish is removed out of watter 

26.4. 15 minutes after end of angling time, one of angler must send foto of protocol and latter 

return to judges committee according schedule in person. 

26.5. Protocol must  
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26.5.1. Have information about fish species kind and length 

26.5.2. Be signed by both competitors and boat judge 

26.6. Competitors are responsible for taking photos, entering them and return protocol in time. 

26.7. Judge committee, will not count fish if some of photo are missing, will not receive photo 

of protocol beforehand or protocol are not entered in schedule, also, cancel these results 

were records inn protocol are not similar with photos. 

 

27. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

27.1. Judges evaluate pikes from 50 cm, perch pikes (zander) from 45 cm, perch from 25 cm, 

with are registered in protocol, pictures are entered according these rules. 

27.2. Day result is calculated by giving 1 point for 1 cm of 3 bigger predators from species pike, 

perch pike (zander) and perch. 

27.2.1. Length of fish is measured in full cm, rounded up. For example, pike 51.2 cm must 

be registered as 52 cm, perch 26,7 cm must be registered as 27 cm 

27.2.2. Species which not meet minimum length requirements must not be registered in 

protocol. For example, pike 49,9 cm cannot be registered as 49,9 is shorter then 

minimums length.  

27.3. According received sum of points pairs are arranged in places. Number of places is number 

of penalties per day. More points, less penalties, highest place. 

27.4. If points of two pairs are similar, highest place receive pair which day result are calculated 

from 9 fishes, if cannot apply, pair who catch longest fish, if length is similar, pair who last 

catch countable fish, if time similar, pair who first catch countable fish.  

27.5. Sum of penalties for both days make final result of Pair, less penalties highest place. 

27.6. If sum of penalties for two days of two pairs are similar, highest place receive pair which 

two days results are calculated from countable 18 fishes, if cannot apply, pair who catch 

longest countable fish in second day, if length is similar, pair who last catch countable fish 

in first day, if time similar, judge committee can apply other criteria, by taking in account 

that highest place must receive pair which can be example for others. 

27.7. Team result of day make sum of both team pair points per day. According points Teams 

are arranged in places. Number of places is team penalties according they place par day. 

More points less penalties, highest place. 

27.8. If points of two Teams are similar, highest place receive Team which day results are 

calculated from 18 fishes, if cannot apply, team has longest fish, if length is similar, team 

who last catch countable fish, if time similar, pair who first catch countable fish. 

27.9. Sum of team penalties for both days make final result of Team, less penalties, highest 

place. 

27.10. If sum of Team penalties for two days for two teams are similar, highest place receive 

team which two days results are calculated from countable higher amount fishes, if cannot 

apply, team who catch longest countable fish in second day, if length is similar, team who 

last catch countable fish in first day, if time similar, judge committee can apply other 

criteria, by taking in account that highest place must receive pair which can be example for 

others. 

27.11. If result of pair is not counted, pair did not participate, allowed to participate or 

disqualified they receive penalties like participating pairs +1. 

27.12. Judge committee, keep rights correct results according pictures of received fish. 

 

28. ALL PARTICIPIANTS MUST APPLY TO FOLLOWING 

28.1. Competitors and boat judges must be at least 18 years old on day of first registration. 

28.2. Physical and mental health, knowledge and skills is in level which allows participate in 

competition. 

28.3. Participants are mentioned in application form, form entered in time, and fee is paid in 

terms stated in rules. 

28.4. Competitors must have: 
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28.4.1. Charged mobile phone with internet connection, photo function un installed 

application WhatsApp, which allow take and send pictures 8h each day of 

competition. 

28.4.2. Valid fishing licence - Makšķerēšanas, vēžošanas un zemūdens medību karte or 

document which allows fish without permit. 

28.4.3. Valid licence to operate with boat (at least one of competitors in pair); 

28.4.4. Necessary equipment, especially for fish handling.  

28.5. Participants must ensure: 

28.5.1. Closes and boats are suitable for weather condition; 

28.5.2. Enough supplies of water and food, if needed. 

28.6. Pair must be equipped with: 

28.6.1.boat, minimum length 4m, minimum 3 seats equipped according laws and 

competitors’ requirements and in technically good condition; 

28.6.2.additional safety jacket (for boat judge who will come judge the competitors); 

28.6.3.pen (for boat judge who will come judge the competitors); 

28.7. Laivu Centrs harbour is closed territory, boats are under video observation, but highly 

recommended do not leave without attention valuable fishing equipment and electronics. 

28.8. Pairs must land boats in time, space are limited, please be quick. 

28.9. For safety on water, participants are responsible themselves. 

 

Please pay attention! 

According rules of Latvia boat must be equipped: 

 

oar (min 1) 

rescue ring (or “horseshoe”) 

x life jackets (x = number of people in boat) 

scoop, bucket or hand water pump 

Medical aid kit 

Knife 

Waterproof flashlight 

Fire extinguisher (if motorboat is more then 7m long) 

 

 

29. REGISTRATION TIME AND FEE 

29.1. Registration: 

29.1.1. Registration application will be accepted till August 30, 2018. 23:59 

29.1.2. Application form 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfgi-

jL03OBmb2qPsgvcTOn5KJ2Bxwb_vVNvSUodtowPt0NjQ/viewform  

29.1.3. Changes can be made till September 5, 2018. 12:00,  gints.zeila@lmsf.lv  

 

29.2. Registration fee: 

29.2.1. For pair 60.00 EUR 

29.2.2. For team 120.00 EUR 

29.2.3. Registration fee must be received till Augst 31, 2018. 23:59 

29.2.4. Fee must be paid to: 

Biedrība "Latvijas Makšķerēšanas sporta federācija" 

Reģ. Nr. 40008023571 

Durbes iela 8, LV-1007, Rīga, Latvija 

AS SEB Banka 

Konta Nr.LV80UNLA0002200700445 

29.2.5.In money transfer must state - LK18 BOAT name of pair or team 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfgi-jL03OBmb2qPsgvcTOn5KJ2Bxwb_vVNvSUodtowPt0NjQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfgi-jL03OBmb2qPsgvcTOn5KJ2Bxwb_vVNvSUodtowPt0NjQ/viewform
mailto:gints.zeila@lmsf.lv
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29.3. If host till September 5, 2018. is not informed about changes in replacement or registered 

person is not participating in competition or one of it days, or are disqualified form 

competition or one of it days, no allowed participate by judge committee registration fee or 

part of it will not be returned. 

29.4. Host can refuse register participant, pair or team, in that case registration fee, if received, 

will be returned to account from it came from. 

 

Registration fee does not include accommodation or meals. 

 

 

 

30. FORBIDDEN 

30.1. Participate under heavy influence of alcohol (heavy influence is determined by judges 

committee and its decision cannot be disputed). 

30.2. Use doping before competition, in time of competition, refuse give sample for tests. 

30.3. Send photos with fish caught by other person or not caught in competition day and time, or 

caught with hook in body (outside head, after cover line or fin or tail) or cheat in other way  

30.4. Use any type of natural bite. 

30.5. Use moral rude or physical force at the venue and time of the competition. 

30.6. Show or demonstrate disrespect for other participants, athletes, judges, spectators, 

organizers, judge committee and decisions taken by it. 

30.7. Begin angling without ID or measure line. 

30.8. Begin angling before time stated in schedule and continue angling after end of angling 

period till arrival. 

30.9. Drive boat with petrol engine without wearing safety jacket. 

30.10. Be late for registration, meetings, disrespect schedule or delay departure of boat. 

30.11. Delay arrival time and/or protocol entering time. 

30.12. Assist to another competitor when lure is in water 

30.13. Feeding or attract fish in similar way. 

30.14. Use two lures at the same time. 

30.15. Use more than one fishing road at the same time. 

30.16. Trolling or angling in clearway (ship route) 

30.17. Use fly or fly-fishing tackle. 

30.18. Angle when boat is closer then 50m from other any type of boat. If another boat 

approaching one who stay on anchor with distance closer than 50m, the boat judge is 

obliged to warn pair to observe 50m distance. 

30.19. In any way interfere with other anglers participating in competition. 

30.20. While in the narrow place, what required for others to move through, continue angling 

while the other boat is moving closer than 50m. 

30.21. Angle less than 10m from or below the bridge structures 

30.22. It is strictly forbidden to fish on the ship route (clearway). 

30.23. It is strictly forbidden to anchor boat on ship route (clear way), as well as to stand at 

navigational signs and park in places if they not meant for your type of boat. 

 

31. PENALTIES 

31.1.  For breaking rules from 30.1. up to 30.7 Pair is disqualified from competition day, if rule 

30.4. not respected, besides competitors’ pair, pair of boat judge are disqualified also. 

31.2. For braking rules from 30.8 till 30.23 Pair or competitor can be punished with one or more 

penalty points what id added to results of day. 

 

31.3. For violation of this rules, the committee of judges may apply the following types of 

penalties: 

31.3.1.Prescribed by rules; 

31.3.2.give warning; 
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31.3.3.give penalty point or points; 

31.3.4.Cancel the daily result; 

31.3.5.Cancel the result of the competition 

31.4. The committee of judges makes decisions together. 

31.5. In case of serious or repeated violations, or if violation causes serious damage to the 

LMSF, the prestige of the organizer or sponsors, the panel of judges may decide to ask the 

LMSF Board to grant the participant disqualification for a specified period of time. 

 

 

32. ADVERTISMENT 

32.1.  Advertising is not forbidden on participants clothes, uniforms, hats, bags, boats or cars. 

32.2.  Without permit given by host is prohibited place or distribute advertising in competition 

area. 

32.3.  Without permit given by host is prohibited place an advertisement containing a transport 

or boat in the area where the competition opening, closing and awards ceremony are held. 

32.4.  After request of host or judges committee, participants must move their transport or boat 

to indicated area. 

 

 

33. SECURITY, DATA PROTECTION, FILMING AND PHOTOS 

33.1.  By submitting to the competition, the participant confirms that the organizer may use the 

data provided by him for his own use and so far as it relates to the organization event. 

33.2. By signing up for the competition, the participant confirms with his signature that: 

33.2.1. The health, skills and abilities of a person allows participation in competitions 

organized by the Latvian Fishing Sports Federation (hereinafter LMSF); 

33.2.2. For his own safety, including on and near water, he is fully responsible personally; 

33.2.3. Determine not to create conditions and to act in a manner which causes danger to 

health or safety of others participants; 

33.2.4. All participants give permission to LMSF and LMSF accredited persons use their 

name, surname, as well as the competition protocol, photo and video of the event, 

in which the participants are recognizable, for publication in the press, on 

television or in Internet, including on the LMSF homepage; 

33.2.5. Is informed that without the written permission of LMSF is prohibited use photo or 

video materials taken during event for commercial purposes; 

33.2.6. Commit to complying with the competition regulations and the LMSF Code of 

Ethics. 

33.2.7. agrees that LMSF accredited persons are filming the course of the competition, 

including the angling process. 

 

 

34. DETERMINATION OF WINNERS 

34.1. Highest place take pair with less penalties sum for both days 

34.2. Highest place takes team with less sum of team penalties for both days  

 

35. AWARDS 

35.1.  Awards are given to 1., 2., 3. place in pairs and 1., 2., 3. place in teams . 

35.2. Host can give prices for any other achievements. 

 

36.  DISPUTE 

36.1. Protests are accepted in writing form together with security fee 50.00 EUR (paid to host 

account, payment marked LK18 Protest). 

36.2. Protests are accepted within 15 minutes of the publication of the results. 

36.3. If the protest is satisfied, the security fee will be returned to the protester. 
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37.  

Part IV 

 

Schedule 

 
 

STREET FISHING BOAT ANGLING 

September 8 

 

7:30 Registration 

8:30 End of registration 

 

8:45 Draw of pairs 

9:00 Opening ceremony 

 

9:15 Start 

 

 

 

 

10:00 Start of angling time 

17:00 End of angling time 

 

17:15 Photo of protocol must be sent 

18:15 Protocol must be returned to judges 

 

18:30 Announcement of results 

 

Results online 10:00 – 16:00  

Can be found in LMSF Facebook profile 

September 8 

 

7:30 Registration 

8:30 End of registration 

 

8:45 Draw of boat judges 

9:00 Opening ceremony 

 

9:15 Departure to place of Start (Between 

Akmens un Vansu bridges near statue of big 

Kristaps)  

 

9:45 Start 

10:00 Start of angling time 

17:00 End of angling time 

 

17:15 Photo of protocol must be sent 

18:15 Protocol must be returned to judges 

 

18:30 Announcement of results 

 

Results online 10:00 – 16:00  

Can be found in LMSF Facebook profile 
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STREET FISHING BOAT ANGLING 

September 9 

 

7:30 Registration 

8:30 End of registration 

 

8:45 Changes in pairs (if necessary) 

9:00 Start 

 

9:45 Start of angling time 

16:45 End of angling time 

 

17:00 Photo of protocol must be sent 

18:00 Protocol must be returned to judges 

 

18:15 Enouncement of results 

18:30 Claims must be entered to judges 

 

18:35 Closing ceremony 

 

Results online 9:45–15:45 

Can be found in LMSF Facebook profile  

September 9 

 

7:30 Registration 

8:30 End of registration 

 

8:45 Draw of boat judges 

 

9:15 Start 

9:45 Start of angling time 

16:45 End of angling time 

 

17:00 Photo of protocol must be sent 

18:00 Protocol must be returned to judges 

 

18:15 Enouncement of results 

18:30 Claims must be entered to judges 

 

18:35 Closing ceremony 

 

Results online 9:45–15:45 

Can be found in LMSF Facebook profile 

 

If weather conditions or other reasons will reduce safety of competition, host with judge 

committee can change the program, move competition to other day or make other changes in 

schedule. 

 

This is translation of official rules. In case of disputes rules in original language have power 

over translation. 


